ACROSS
1  Actor spilled rum or brandy (7, 4)
9  Guys excel at small threats (7)
10 Spin shingle on the rocks (7)
11 Buzz has brought back more attractive thing (9)
12 Will's name comes after leader of tribe of those people (5)
13 Most relaxed tenants take a siesta (7)
14 Stupid person is fine after school rejection (7)
16 Litigant accrues converts (7)
19 Cheap shirt belonging to member of the clergy (3-4)
21 Sect beginning to hanker after British author (5)
23 General Bradley invades shopping centers for sweet treats (9)
25 Big Bird and Oscar near street, in the clover (7)
26 Mother claiming bowler is wise person (7)
27 Elastic legwear shores up Porthos, especially internally (7, 4)

DOWN
1  Take in captivating start of movie plot again (5)
2  Team breaking Kanye West's heart (7)
3  Looks upon roommate finally wearing clothes (4-5)
4  "Serve the last piece of bread!" I yell (4, 3)
5  Inept tennis player is embraced by America (7)
6  Teller's pen is on the money (5)
7  Restaurant with zero cash (6)
8  Epic hero keeps guarding Native American (8)
13 Robert Alda initially produced upset actress (3, 5)
15 Buster Poindexter song's funny joke about Egyptian deity (3, 3, 3)
17 Constant clue at center of puzzles: "colorful material" (6)
18 Chicago invested in disabled access with computer hardware (3, 4)
19 Detective clipped article at front of Boston Globe (7)
20 Get comfortable with organization of top data (5, 2)
22 Summons pellets from the sky (5)
24 Sondheim's West Side Story is outdated (5)